
APPLE INC HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

The human resource management of Apple Inc is charged with various responsibilities including recruitment and
selection, leadership development, incentive.

Often, the job is offered to an 5 applicant only once it has been confirmed that he is physically stable and
enjoys good health after having taken the test. A former Macintosh employee stated, Mac was being perceived
as a cutesy, avocado machine for yuppies and their kids, not as an office machine or as the technology leader
that it is. Reference Check Before an offer can be made to the selected candidates a reference check has to be
done by the Hiring Manager. It is not that employees could not focus on a project but after one project is
successful, they must prepare themselves to do something new. Rees, G. The employees of the Apple can
learn on their own without training. This is a great opportunity for employees to create wealth and realize
individual accomplishment at retirement. The new project could be something completely different from the
previous project. Apple reinforces the employees to have strong self-reliant and develop their skills on their
own. The consequences of these economic factors reduced the purchasing power of consumers. The key
strategic human resource functions are discussed below. They know that they must become something special
to survive. As such, it has been endorsed by the largest brand among various companies. The company's
best-known hardware products include the Macintosh line of computers, the iPod, the iPhone and the iPad.
Besides, those who are not fortunate to get employment from the company can get jobs immediately. Apple is
known as a different company in many ways. Patent 8,, Everyone had great ideas. The company recognizes
human capital as a vital element for overall competitiveness Storey,  This requires active involvement and
participation on behalf of the project manager in matters such as industry or company evaluation, operational
blueprint reviews and consultations, statistics structuring meets, experimentation, proof-of-concept,
management of dealer relations, etc. Those studies about operations and management can prove that
operations management and good decisions in this process are a critical function in the growth and
profitability of the company. Sculley was hired for both his executive and marketing expertise. Apple expected
to sell 60, to 85, Macintosh machines a month by late , yet sales barely exceeded 20, The recruitment process
should not be based on verbal interview only. Employees must seek information about other jobs in different
units themselves. The HR strategy should be aligned with the overall organizational strategy to ensure
imminent and sustainable long-term success. Additionally, incompatibility caused the Apple computer to have
limited applications. Induction Program The induction program provides a planned introduction of the job,
organization and the environment. Now there was a distinct hierarchy, with two powerful product divisions
responsible for their own manufacturing, marketing, and finance and a small central organization for sales,
distribution, corporate finance, and human resources--in essence, two companies, each reporting to Sculley
and his staff, each competing with the other. As of August [update], the company operates retail stores in ten
countries, and an online store where hardware and software products are sold. It provides an opportunity for
training and development. The COO reviews the search committee for all new hires for Project manager level.
Most of its direct sales outlets have been positioned at strategic places that can be easily accessed by the
clients. They also resented that they had been moved to a building that was two and a half miles from the
Apple campus. They routinely referred to the Apple II people as bozos and were given perks such as free fruit
juice and a masseuse to work the tense backs of the Mac engineers. The company was founded in by Steven
Jobs and Stephen Wozniak. Apple Inc. The workforce is expected to seek information concerning their jobs.
In this, case the company does not support career path. On-the-job training provides junior staff opportunity to
interact with the experienced and talented workforce Storey,  Sculley placed himself in charge of the Apple II
group to learn how a product division worked. For reasons as various as its philosophy of comprehensive
aesthetic design to its distinctive advertising campaigns, Apple has established a unique reputation in the
consumer electronics industry. However, these benefits can be traded with money Dessler  IBM, on the other
hand, welcomed competition by allowing cloning.


